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About Us 



Himanshu Sharma 

S Just another random guy interested in security 

S  Security contributor  to Google, Facebook, Apple , 

Microsoft , Sony, Samsung, Blackberry, AT&T , T-Mobile, 

Western Union etc. 

S Pursuing Engineering (Information Technology) 

S Mentioned in news a couple of times. 

S Interviewed by Youth Incorporated (Magazine May 2012) 

 



Prakhar Prasad 

S Web Application Hacker 

S Bug submitter to Google, Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft 

and many more. 

S Offensive Security Certified Professional (OSCP) 

S Penetration Tester 

S Currently in my second year, trying to survive college. 



Browser? Why browser? 

S Deployed everywhere (Internet Explorer, anyone ? ) 

S Browser Engine acts just like a interpreter to execute the 

codes without much security concerns.  

S Firewalls mostly allow or whitelist browsers. 

S Easy to code extensions or addons 

S Independent Code 



Botnet 



Browser Botnet 

S Collection of large number of bots(victims) controlled by 

an attacker remotely through the browser. 

S Usually Non persistent in nature. 

S Dependent on JS codes /HTML 5 being executed on the 

victims browser. 



What’s the use ? 

S DDoS attacks 

S Spamming 

S Bitcoin Mining 

S Phishing 

S Internal network reconnaissance  

S Spreading of worms across the network. 



DDoS attack ? You kiddin? 



“The bot-herding scheme relies on the fact that when a 

browser connects to a Web site, the site has near-

complete control of the browser for as long as it’s on 

that page. It can run code from HTML to JavaScript in 

the browser that can set off a whole string of possible 

attacks”. 

 

 

   - JEREMIAH GROSSMAN 



Easiest Spreading techniques 

S Email Spamming  

S Blackhat SEO 

S XSS Worm 



Infecting Browsers for Fun and 

Profit 

S Ads are the perfect and the cheapest way for marketing 

or in our case spreading the botnet. 

S Pay Per Install – Malware, Spambots etc. 

S Most of the small advertising networks on the internet 

allow HTML and JS code in the ads and, that is all which 

is required for the botnet to work . 



How it’s done? 

S Firefox add-ons are merely a ZIP file containing all the 

necessary files. 

 

 

 

 

 



my_extension.xpi:                         //Add-on 

          /install.rdf                         //Basic information about extension 

          /chrome.manifest               //Registers content with the FF’s Chrome Engine 

          /chrome/ 

          /chrome/content/                //Contents of extension 

          /chrome/icons/default/*         //Icons 

          /chrome/locale/*                //Building an Extension# Localization 

          /defaults/preferences/*.js   //Building an Extension# Defaults Files 

          /plugins/* 

          /components/* 

          /components/cmdline.js 



S Creating a chrome extension is almost similar to creating that 

as a Firefox add-on. 

 

 

S Which consists of similar files : 

 



S The Firefox platform has no mechanisms to restrict the 

privileges of add-ons.  

S The add-on code is fully trusted by Firefox.  

S The installation of malicious add-ons can result in full 

system compromise. 



S Google Chrome restricts extensions under its 

multiprocess sandboxed environment. But still can 

access in-browser content. 

S It only allows installation of extensions that are in Google 

Web Store in recent versions of Chrome 

 

 



What an attacker can do? 

S In-browser keylogging 

S Injecting into legitimate addons 

S Geolocation 

S HTML5 

S Desktop Notifications 

S Frame Rewriting for Profit 
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In-browser keylogging 

By using the document.addEventListener() function 



What an attacker can do? 

S In-browser Keylogging 

S Playing with legitimate add-ons 

S Geolocation 

S HTML5 

S Desktop Notifications 

S Frame Rewriting for Profit 



Playing with legitimate addons 

S Inject malicious code in any legitimate extension, and 

then again repack it.  

S Modify and manipulate the current web page DOM 

elements. 

S Plugin based UXSS (Universal XSS) 



UXSS in a popular plugin for Facebook 

Live Demo 



AntiVirus Detection ? :O 

S One of the main advantages of using a browser based 

botnet, is it could easily bypass most of the present day 

anti-viruses, as no malicious function is being used, 

instead legitimate functionalities are being used in a 

malicious manner.  

S Although add-ons can be heuristically monitored for 

malicious behaviors 



Story time .. 

Did Kumar get Lucky? 

 



Once upon a time looooong ago in a website far far far away. 



Jackpot 





Seems legit </sarcasm> 



Well.. That wasn’t supposed to happen 



Kumar 



What an attacker can do? 

S Add-on/Extension as a keylogger  

S Injecting into legitimate addons 

S Location Tracking 

S HTML5 

S Desktop Notifications 

S Frame Rewriting for Profit 



Geolocation 



What an attacker can do? 
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HTML5 

S Web Sockets – Network Scanning 

S Web Workers – Parallel processing of task  

S  localStorage – Save bot data, stolen data, logs etc 

 



What an attacker can do? 

S Add-on/Extension as a keylogger  

S Injecting into legitimate addons 

S Geolocation 

S Hacking the Intranet via HTML5 

S Desktop Notifications 

S Frame Rewriting for Profit 



Desktop Notifications 

S Using HTML5, the attacker could display desktop 

notifications to the victim, and infect him further. 

 

 

S Once ‘Allowed’, the attacker can display as many 

notification as he wants to. 



Attack Scenario 
S Desktop notification appearing to be his bank, 

asking for his bank account credentials. 

 

 

 

S Or his favorite social networking account, and 

then stealing the credentials and infecting further 

of the victim’s contacts 



What an attacker can do? 

S In browser keylogging  

S Injecting into legitimate addons 

S Geolocation 

S Hacking the Intranet via HTML5 

S Desktop Notifications 

S Frame Rewriting for Profit 



Frame Rewriting for Profit 

S Replace existing frames in a webpage, with whatever 

content they want, which in most of the cases, will be ads 

server by 3rd party. 



Lily Jade 

S Works on IE , Chrome , Firefox. 

 

S Changes contents of Ads in Yahoo, Google, FB etc. 

 

 







Demo Add-on Exploit 



Credits 

S Ajin  @ajinabraham  ( *brofist* )  

S SecureList 

S Mozilla Developer Network 

S And everyone whom we missed to mention <3 

 



Questions? 



Get in touch 

Himanshu 

@himanshu_hax 

fb.com/s3curity.net 

 

Prakhar 

@prakharprasad 

prakhar@prakharprasad.com 

 

https://twitter.com/himanshu_hax
https://twitter.com/himanshu_hax


  Thank You  

       Merci 


